To,
The Director (HR)
ONGC
Jeevan Bharti Tower II
New Delhi.

Subject: Regularization of Radio Officers (DE)

Respected Sir,

We had called off our chain hunger strike with your esteemed authorities intervention giving assurance that all procedures for regularization will be duly completed by Dec.-2008, way back in Sept.-2008. we are still waiting.

Presently pleased find attached a representation signed by all Radio Operators accepting the ROs post as per existing R&P regulation.

Your authority is requested to look into the matter and do the needful at the earliest.

With regards,
Thanking you,
Yours faithfully,

(Pradeep Mayekar)
General Secretary

CC.
1. The ED, Chief-ER, ONGC, Negi Bhavan, Dehradun, Uttaranchal
2. GGM-HRD, ONGC, Negi Bhavan, Dehradun, Uttaranchal
3. GGM-HRO, ONGC, NSE, BKC, Mumbai
4. DGM (HR), IR, ONGC, NSE, BKC, Mumbai